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Key Features and Benefits 

 Healthy, tasty, steamy. 

 The Tupperware® SmartSteamer and Accessories blocks microwaves from directly cooking foods. 

 Allows for fat-free cooking while retaining nutrients, fatty acids and vitamins. 

 Food colors are vibrant, textures stay firm and natural flavors are enhanced. 

 Saves space compared to electric steaming systems and is safe to manipulate and carry. 

Slow Cooking Sauce Insert 

 The Slow Cooking Sauce Insert is designed for steaming delicate foods slowly, without damaging the texture and 

shape. 

 Perfect for steaming foods that contain liquids or those cooked with added liquids. 

 Ideal for preparing sauces for foods cooking in the lower tiers of the SmartSteamer. 

 The steam vents on the top side of the tray allow the steam to circulate and cook or reheat efficiently. 

 Pour spout opposite steam vents for easy serving. 

 Side handles for easy lifting out of Steamer Base. 

 Prepare savory or sweet ready-made or homemade sauces. 

CrystalWave® Ramekins 

 CrystalWave® Ramekins bring added versatility to steam cooking with the Tupperware® SmartSteamer. 

 Set of eight Ramekins include seals for easy storage in the refrigerator. 

 Perfect for cooking poached eggs, puddings, flan and smooth cakes. 

 Prepare sweet or savory single servings of foods or desserts and verrines, with smooth and delicious results. 

 Ideal for cooking up to eight single servings at once, by placing them inside of the SmartSteamer Steamer Base. 

 

Product Specifications 

Care: Dishwasher safe.  

Cautionary Instructions: 

 DO NOT USE IN A MICROWAVE HIGHER THAN 1,200 WATTS. 

 Do not cook for more than 25 minutes at a time.  

 Let the product and the microwave oven cool down before re-using. 

 Some staining may appear but this will not affect the performance of the product. 

 If the CrystalWave® Ramekins are used outside of the SmartSteamer, use for microwave-reheating only. 

 

 Capacity: Slow Cooking Sauce Insert 2 cup/500 mL • Ramekins 2½ oz./80 mL   

 Mold Numbers:  • Slow Cooking Sauce Insert 6912  • Ramekin Base 2066  • Ramekin Seal 2068  

 Limited Lifetime Warranty 
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How to Position 

Add versatility to your Tupperware® SmartSteamer! 

 

How to Demonstrate 

 “Tupperware® SmartSteamer Cooking Accessories are the perfect complement to the Tupperware® SmartSteamer – 

the revolutionary way of cooking perfectly steamed foods in the microwave.” 

 “The eight CrystalWave® Ramekins can be placed inside of the SmartSteamer Steamer Base to create perfect portion 

sizes or tasty treats.” 

 “The Slow Cooking Sauce Insert is the ideal solution for steaming delicate foods, foods with liquids, and delicious 

sauces and grains like couscous.” 

 

How to Cross Sell 

 Suggest the Microwave Rice Maker for a quick rice side dish, or add fresh herbs to your meal with the help of the    

Chop ’N Prep Chef. The Quick Chef® can be used to cut meats and vegetables before placing them inside the 

SmartSteamer Accessories. 

 Demonstrate using a recipe from the Smart Meals Recipe Book. 

 

Notes:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


